In this paper, a neutral file format-STEP (Standard for the
Introduction
Designers and manufacturers must verify that a given designed product can be assembled, without interference between parts, before the product is manufactured. On the other hand, most CAD tools currently do not have the capability to directly analyze the feasibility of a given assembly plan for a product or to generate an optimal or near-optimal assembly plan. As a result, a great deal of prior research exists on developing external assembly analysis tools for automatic assembly sequence planning and optimization.
A review of prior assembly sequence planning and optimization research shows that most prior assembly planners use either feature-mating or interference-free methods to determine assembly part interference relationships. Both feature-mating ͓1-5͔ and interference-free ͓6-10͔ methods depend upon the original geometrical information and constraints for the designed product, which are usually contained in associated CAD files.
Chen ͓7,11,12͔ proposed a genetic algorithm-based approach to optimize assembly planning. Smith, Smith, and Liao developed an automatic assembly planner which considered assembly stability ͓8͔. Smith and Smith proposed an enhanced genetic algorithm for automatic assembly sequence generation and evaluation and a method for automatically generating a high-quality initial population from an existing assembly model ͓9,10͔. In all six prior studies, multi-axis assembly planning was considered and spatial interference relationships between parts in an assembly were represented by interference-free matrices, which were determined manually by visually inspecting CAD assembly models or assembly drawings.
As a result, to fully automate the process of generating an efficient assembly plan, geometrical data for CAD models must be automatically extracted from CAD files, analyzed for mating or interference relationships between parts in the assembly, and then formatted for use by assembly analysis tools. Since most prior assembly sequence planners do not have the capability to accomplish the three tasks, they require users to manually input part feature or interference information, which is very time-consuming and error prone. This paper presents a method and a working program for fully automating the process of constructing interference-free matrices for an assembly sequence planner. The program developed automatically extracts geometrical data from CAD files, analyzes part interference relationships, and then generates interference-free matrices. To make this work widely applicable to designs from different CAD systems, STEP ͑Standard for the Exchange of Product model data͒ was chosen as the input CAD file format. STEP is a standard which is now supported by most commercial CAD systems. In addition, compared to other CAD file formats ͑e.g., .obj files, .stl files, or .iv files͒, STEP files, which conform to AP203 and AP214, use fewer points and surfaces to represent the geometry of a given designed part. This additional advantage makes calculations for determining interference between parts faster and easier. With the proposed method, designers, although they may use different CAD systems, just need to save their product designs in STEP-format files. The developed program can automatically read the STEP files and generate the interference-free matrices needed for automated assembly planning, without any additional file format conversion.
In prior related work, Mok, Ong, and Wu introduced a method for automatically generating assembly sequences and part mating operations from geometrical data contained in CAD STEP files ͓13͔. Mok's method analyzes the hierarchical boundary representation of an assembly, contained in a STEP file, to create a boundary table and a feature table. Mok's method uses the boundary  table to reorder the assembly sequence contained in the STEP file by reordering assembly parts by their minimum coordinate values for a single selected assembly direction ͑e.g., from bottom to top in the z-direction͒. Mok's method uses the feature table to determine part mating operations for joining parts in the resulting assembly sequence. However, in the work of Mok et al., the tech-niques used for accessing geometrical data in STEP CAD files and for transforming parts from their local coordinate systems into an assembly coordinate system are not described. In addition, their technique for re-ordering parts into an assembly sequence does not consider interference relationships, in multiple axis directions, between parts. However, robotic or automated assembly systems often use six or more assembly directions.
The objectives of this paper, then, are to present techniques for automatically extracting geometrical data for an assembly from a CAD STEP file, transforming parts from their local coordinate systems to an assembly coordinate system, analyzing interference between parts in six principal-axis assembly directions, and formatting the interference information, as interference-free matrices, for input into a multi-axis assembly planning tool.
2 Using JSDAI to Extract B-REP Data From STEP Files STEP is a family of ISO standards for representing and exchanging industrial product life-cycle CAX/PDM data. For mechanical parts and assembly models, Application Protocol 203 of STEP specifies the B-REP ͑Boundary Representation͒ solid model data format for a designed product. In addition, STEP Part 21 specifies the physical file format for a STEP file generated by a CAD tool. Thus, to determine the interference relationships between parts in a CAD assembly model, the proposed method must first extract geometrical assembly model data from a STEP Part 21 file.
SDAI ͑Standard Data Access Interface, STEP Part 22͒ provides an API ͑Application Programming Interface͒ for reading STEPfile data, which is written in the STEP modeling language ͑EX-PRESS͒. SDAI defines a semantics-based abstract interface, which is independent of any programming language. SDAI binding to a particular programming language ͑such as Cϩϩ, C, or JAVA͒ enables actual access to the data contained in the STEP file. JSDAI ͑provided by LKSoft Company͒ is an API which is a complete Java programming language binding to the SDAI specification.
In this study, JSDAI was used to access the geometrical data in STEP Part 21 files. After installing the JSDAI Runtime Environment and importing the JSDAI packages into a JAVA application program, the developed program can directly access the geometrical data in STEP Part 21 files. Thus, using JSDAI, geometrical CAD assembly model data contained in a STEP file can be directly accessed, and the B-REP data structure can be extracted.
Transforming Parts Into an Assembly Coordinate System
STEP uses application protocols ͑APs͒ to define the application domain and context of the standard. The CAD software provides a translator to produce product data conforming to the application protocols. If a CAD system fully supports STEP, it must pass STEP conformance testing. Therefore, STEP files for a given geometry, generated by different CAD systems, are almost the same in the syntax, structure, and semantics. By examining and analyzing several STEP files generated by different CAD tools ͑Pro/E, SolidWorks, and Autodesk Inventor͒, the investigators determined that, in a STEP Part 21 file, every part in an assembly is described with respect to a different local part coordinate system. However, for assembly sequence planning and assembly operation analysis, all assembly parts need to be described with respect to the same assembly coordinate system. As a result, assembly parts in a STEP Part 21 file need to be transformed into a single assembly coordinate system. The investigators also determined that a STEP file contains the local coordinates of each part, a default assembly coordinate system, and the transformation information needed to transform each part into the default assembly coordinate system.
The transformation information includes, for each part, two axis direction vectors ͑new and original͒, two reference direction vectors ͑new and original͒ and two Cartesian points ͑new and original͒. The vectors relate to rotation while the Cartesian points relate to translation. As a result, the transformation information describes, for each part, the rotation about and then the translation along the part's own coordinate axes needed to transform the part from its local part coordinate system into the default assembly coordinate system. JSDAI can be used to extract the transformation information for all parts in an assembly from the STEP file entity type folder named ''itemគdefinedគtransformation.'' Each instance in the folder represents the transformation information for a single part. Each instance includes two attributes: ''transformគitemគ1'' and ''transformគitemគ2.'' Each of the two attributes has a persistent numerical label ͑e.g., ''#13'' or ''#81''͒, which can be used to identify the attributes. The new axis direction vector (x a Ј ,y a Ј ,z a Ј), new reference direction vector (x r Ј ,y r Ј ,z r Ј), and new Cartesian point for a part are stored in the attribute with the higher persistent label number. The original axis direction vector (x a ,y a ,z a ), original reference direction vector (x r ,y r ,z r ), and original Cartesian point for a part are stored in the attribute with a lower persistent label number. The vectors and Cartesian point in ''transformគitemគ2'' and the vectors and Cartesian point in ''transformគitemគ1'' can be used to develop transformation matrices ͑rotation matrices and translation matrices͒ for transforming each part from its local coordinate system into the default assembly coordinate system. The coordinates of a part in the assembly coordinate system can then be found by applying the rotation and translation matrices to each vertex of the part.
Determining Interference Relationships Between Parts
In automated assembly systems, most mechanical components are assembled along the principal axes. Therefore, to determine interference between parts during assembly, the proposed method considers six assembly directions along the principal assembly axes: ϩx, Ϫx, ϩy, Ϫy, ϩz, and Ϫz. However, the method could be enhanced, in future work, to consider other assembly directions, as needed.
The proposed method uses projection of part coordinates onto planes in three principal-axis directions (x,y,z) to determine the interference between parts moving along any of the six principal assembly axes. An overlap between the projections of any two parts in a given axis direction indicates a potential interference between the two parts, when one of the two parts moves along the given direction, with respect to the other part. Vertex coordinates for overlapped projections are then compared to determine if actual collisions would occur between parts with overlapped projections. The proposed method saves the determined interference information for a given assembly direction in a set of interferencefree matrices, for compatibility with prior assembly planners ͓8-10͔.
In this paper, to simplify technique development and description, only simple geometric entities, such as prisms and axisaligned cylinders, are considered. However, the proposed method can be extended to more complex objects with more complex surface types, using triangular or other planar surface approximations.
Projecting Parts.
In 2001, Jimenez, Thomas, and Torras surveyed three-dimensional ͑3D͒ collision detection algorithms ͓14͔. According to Jimenez's survey, swept volume interference and multiple interference detection methods may be applied to objects described by B-REP information. The swept volume interference method can be used to detect real time collisions between two objects in relative motion by fixing one object and sweeping the other object along its relative motion vector. Jimenez et al. pointed out that generating the swept volume is computationally expensive. The multiple interference detection method samples object trajectories and repeatedly applies static interference analysis to determine if the two objects will collide with each other during relative motion. Jimenez et al. indicated that the size of the objects directly affects the success of the multiple interference detection method. If an object is too small, the method may not detect collisions, and if an object is too large, the method may be computationally expensive.
Both the swept volume interference and the multiple interference detection methods are suitable for 3D collision detection between B-REP objects. However, both methods were designed for real-time collision detection between two moving objects in a physical simulation environment. As a result, both methods are computationally expensive. For the assembly planning problem, real-time collision detection capability along arbitrary relative motion vectors is not necessary. Instead, a computationally efficient method is needed for determining if two parts will collide when they are assembled in a given order along any of the six principle assembly axis directions.
For assembly planning, an interference relationship between two parts in an assembly indicates that a collision will occur when one of the parts moves, along a given positive or negative axis direction, from infinity ͑unassembled position͒ toward its assembled position. If two parts have an interference relationship, the projections of the two parts in the given axis will overlap. Thus, to determine interference relationships for all parts in an assembly, the coordinate and connectivity information for each vertex in each part must be extracted from a STEP file, projected ͑as polygons͒ onto projection planes for given axis directions, simplified, and analyzed for overlapping conditions. For a cylinder, a prism can be used to approximate the geometry. Figure 1 shows that part projections with inner loops must be considered as a special case. In Fig. 1͑a͒ , if an inner loop represents a through hole in the projected direction, the projected polygon cannot be simplified. However, if an inner loop represents a boss or a slot, the projected polygon can be simplified ͑the inner loop can be removed͒ as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ .
If part face has an inner loop, the part has a corresponding ''FACEគBOUND'' entity in the STEP file. Since a part may have one or more inner loops on different faces, the part may have more than one ''FACEគBOUND'' entity in the STEP file. To determine if an inner loop represents a through hole in a given projection direction, the reference axes of all ''FACEគBOUND'' entities for a part are compared to each other to see if the reference axes of any pair of ''FACEគBOUND'' entities match each other. In addition, since a cylinder can be simplified using a prism as an approximation, a cylinder's two inner loops can be connected by four edges, and the information can be found in the STEP-file ''EDGEគCURVE'' entities. If the projection direction being analyzed is identical to the reference axis of a through hole, the inner loop representing the through hole is kept in the simplified part projection polygon. This is also applicable to a step hole ͑or counterbored hole͒, because a step hole has three inner loops ͑one large inner loop from counterboring and two small inner loops from drilling͒. The two small inner loops in a step hole meet the conditions for a through hole. For a two-ended counterbore, there are four ''FACEគBOUND'' entities and two pairs of inner loops meet the conditions for a through hole. The result is similar to a ''bottleneck,'' so the small loop is preserved in the simplified projection polygon. In this paper, all through holes are axisaligned. That is, all through-hole reference axes are aligned with one of the three principal axes.
Generating
Interference-Free Matrices. Several prior assembly planners require, as input, interference-free matrices which describe interference relationships between parts in an assembly. Therefore, the proposed method automatically generates interference-free matrices for input into an assembly planner.
An interference-free matrix indicates interference or collision between two parts, when one part is moved, in a given assembly direction, into an assembled position, with the other part already in an assembled position. Assembly operations that result in collisions are indicated by a 0 in the matrix, and assembly operations that do not result in collisions are indicated by a 1 in the matrix. For example, assume that the interference-free matrix of an assembly structure containing three parts, for assembly motions moving from negative infinity toward positive infinity along the ϩx direction is as follows: The row indices in the matrix indicate the parts being moved during a given assembly operation, and the column indices indicate the parts that have already been assembled. Therefore, since matrix element ͑2,1͒ϭ0, if Part 1 is assembled first, and then Part 2 is assembled in the ϩx-direction, Part 2 will collide with Part 1. On the other hand, since matrix element ͑1,2͒ϭ1, if Part 2 is assembled first, and then Part 1 is assembled in the ϩx-direction, Part 1 will not collide with Part 2. Since a part cannot be assembled after itself, all diagonal elements in the matrix are set to 0. In total, six matrices are used to represent interference relationships between parts in the six principal axis assembly directions. When automatically generating interference-free matrices, the proposed algorithm determines matrix elements row by row. When two parts would interfere during assembly in a given axis direction, the program inserts a ''0'' in the corresponding matrix position, otherwise the program inserts a ''1. '' 5 Case Studies 5.1 Examples. The proposed method for automatically creating interference-free matrices from the information contained in CAD STEP files was tested for several simplified example assemblies. A JAVA program was written and combined with JSDAI to implement the complete method. In each case, input was a CAD STEP file and output was a text file containing six interferencefree matrices for the six principal axis assembly directions. Figure 2 shows a section view of one of the example assemblies used for testing. Part 1 is a base with a protruded sleeve shaft. Part 
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Transactions of the ASME 2 is a sleeve barrel, which mates with the sleeve shaft ͑Part 1͒. Part 3 is a cap with a cylindrical slot ͑non-through-hole͒, which also mates with the sleeve shaft. All three parts are shown in their assembled positions. Running the JAVA program gave the following interference-free matrices for part assembly movements in the ϩx, Ϫx, ϩy, Ϫy, ϩz, and Ϫz directions: Figure 3͑a͒ shows a second example assembly, which contains stepped through holes ͑counterbored holes͒. Figure 3͑b͒ shows a section view of Fig. 3͑a͒ . For the given assembly, the program generated the following interference-free matrices: 
Computation Time.
Two major factors were experimentally tested for their effects on algorithm computation time: number of parts and number of holes.
Number of Parts.
To determine the effect of number of parts on computation time, the program was run for five example assemblies, which contained different numbers of parts, and com-putation time was measured and recorded. Figure 4 shows one of the five example assemblies.
For the assembly shown in Fig. 4 , which contains 13 parts, program computation time was 9.875 seconds, and the following interference-free matrices were found: The interference-free matrices generated increase exponentially in size, with respect to number of parts, indicating that portions of the complete algorithm should be O(n 2 ). However, the complete algorithm consists of several computational steps: ͑1͒ extract geometrical data from STEP files, ͑2͒ transform coordinate systems, ͑3͒ project 3D models into 2D in the principal axes, ͑4͒ 2D collision detection, and ͑5͒ calculate interference-free matrices. The most time-consuming step is the last step. In the last step, the running time depends primarily upon whether or not a 2D overlap exists between two part projections in a given projection direction. When a 2D overlap exists, the program goes back to the 3D information and uses a ray-tracing method to determine if interference conditions between the two parts do actually exist in either the positive or negative assembly direction. Thus, actual running time for the complete algorithm depends not only on the number of parts but also on the number of collisions and the number of surfaces, edges, and vertices in overlapping parts. Overall, the last step apparently dominates running time, making the overall algorithm appears to be linear, according to statistical measures, for the selected example assemblies.
Number of Holes.
To determine the effect of number of holes on computation time, the program was run for five example assemblies, which contained different numbers of holes but the same number of parts, and computation time was measured and recorded. Figure 6 shows one of the five example assemblies tested.
For the assembly shown in Fig. 6 , which contains 7 parts and 6 through holes, program computation time was 7.771 seconds, and the following interference-free matrices were found: For a null hypothesis that there is no quadratic relationship between computation time and number of holes, the p-value for the quadratic model is 0.0037. For a 95% confidence level, we reject the null hypothesis, since the p-value is less than 0.05. Therefore, there is evidence of a statistically significant quadratic relationship between the computation time and the number of holes. The R 2 value for the quadratic model is 0.996, which indicates that 99.6% of variation in computation time is explained by the quadratic model. In addition, all coefficients of the quadratic prediction equation are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. The results indicate that the complexity of the complete algorithm may be O(h 2 ), where h is the number of holes in the assembly. However, the actual complexity of the algorithm, with respect to the number of holes in the assembly, depends largely on the number of edges in each hole boundary.
Conclusions
In this paper, a method is presented for determining interference relationships between parts during assembly operations, using geometrical data extracted directly from CAD STEP files. The program takes a STEP file as input and creates, as output, six interference-free matrices for the six principal axis assembly directions.
To determine interference relationships between parts in a principal axis assembly direction, all parts are projected onto a plane perpendicular to the principal axis assembly direction, projections are simplified, and overlapping relationships between projections are determined. Vertices for parts with overlapped projections are compared to determine if collisions between the parts would occur for the given assembly operation.
The method can automatically determine spatial interference relationships between parts, during assembly operations, based upon geometrical data contained in CAD STEP files. A user simply needs to export a STEP file of a given assembly from any commercial CAD tool, run a program that implements the proposed method, and use the resulting text files, which contain interference-free matrices for the assembly, into an assembly planning tool. The method improves upon prior assembly planning methods, which require users to manually construct interferencefree matrices by manually analyzing assembly models displayed on computer screens or in assembly drawings.
Experimental measurements indicate, statistically, that the combined method algorithms are O(n), for n equal to the number of parts in the assembly model, and O(h 2 ), for h equal to the number of through holes in assembly model parts. However, the statistical indications of overall algorithm complexity may only be applicable to the models tested or to models that are similar to the examples given in this paper. Based upon an analysis of the program code, the complexity of the algorithm also depends on the number of edges and vertices in assembly parts, and on the number of edges in part holes. Currently, the method proposed in this paper handles prismatic parts, axis-aligned cylindrical parts, and axis-aligned holes. The algorithm does not handle complicated freeform surfaces. In future work freeform surfaces, arbitrary axis aligned conic surfaces, and arbitrary through holes will be considered.
